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DK-2800
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Richard Petersens Plads
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Richard Petersens Plads
324, 140
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
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Phone: 45253359
Mobile: 93511938
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Martin Jeppesen
Linux systemadministrator
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Richard Petersens Plads
321, 032
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
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Email: mttj@dtu.dk
Phone: 45253591
Web address: http://people.compute.dtu.dk/mttj
Web: http://people.compute.dtu.dk/mttj

Niels Jeppesen
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Richard Petersens Plads
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2800
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**Email:** jbjo@dtu.dk
**Phone:** 45253088
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Coordinator
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324, 140
2800
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Email: plau@dtu.dk
Phone: 45253723
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Web: http://people.compute.dtu.dk/plau

Jacob Lemming
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Richard Petersens Plads
324
DK-2800
Kgs. Lyngby
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Email: jacob.k.lemming@gmail.com
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Asmussens Allé
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Email: jlvi@dtu.dk
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Associate Professor
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Mathematics
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Asmussens Allé
303B, 159
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: jakle@dtu.dk
Phone: 45253065
Mobile: 61776051
Fax: 45881399
Web address: http://www.mat.dtu.dk/people/J.Lemvig/
Web: http://www.mat.dtu.dk/people/J.Lemvig/

Jon Anders Reichert Liisberg
PhD Student
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Asmussens Allé
303B, 039
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
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Email: jarl@dtu.dk
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Asmussens Allé
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2800
Kgs. Lyngby
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Email: asgl@dtu.dk
Phone: 45253051
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Christine Borgen Linander
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Statistics and Data Analysis
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Richard Petersens Plads
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2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: chjo@dtu.dk
Web address: http://people.compute.dtu.dk/chjo
Web: http://people.compute.dtu.dk/chjo

Anne-Sofie Wessel Lindberg
PhD Student
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
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Statistics and Data Analysis
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Richard Petersens Plads
324, 110
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: awli@dtu.dk
Phone: 45255984

Alma Cornelia Lindborg
PhD Student
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Postal address:
Richard Petersens Plads
321, 112
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: allin@dtu.dk

Ian Lissimore
special consultant, UNIX
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Postal address:
Matematiktorvet
324, 280
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: iali@dtu.dk
Phone: 45255237
Web address: http://www.imm.dtu.dk/~iali
Web: http://www.imm.dtu.dk/~iali

Alberto Lluch Lafuente
Associate Professor
Hans Henrik Løvengreen
Associate Professor
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Embedded Systems Engineering
Postal address:
Richard Petersens Plads
322, 110
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: hhlo@dtu.dk
Phone: 45253763
Fax: 45930074
Web address: http://people.compute.dtu.dk/hhlo
Web: http://people.compute.dtu.dk/hhlo

Michael Lund
External Lecturer
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Andrea Luongo
PhD Student
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Postal address:
Richard Petersens Plads
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2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: aluo@dtu.dk
Phone: 45253042

Christian Bøge Lyndgaard
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**Postal address:**
Richard Petersens Plads
324, 220
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** cby@dtu.dk

Rasmus Ahrenkiel Lyngby
PhD Student
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Image Analysis & Computer Graphics

**Postal address:**
Richard Petersens Plads
321, 228
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** raly@dtu.dk
**Phone:** 45253422

Kasper Szabo Lyngsie
PhD Student
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Algorithms and Logic

**Postal address:**
Richard Petersens Plads
322, 011
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** ksly@dtu.dk
**Phone:** 45253001
**Mobile:** 30253610

Lars Maaløe
PhD Student
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Cognitive Systems

**Postal address:**
Richard Petersens Plads
321, 117
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** larsma@dtu.dk
**Mobile:** +4522291010

Daniel González Madruga
Postdoc
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Department of Mechanical Engineering

Manufacturing Engineering

**Postal address:**
null, null
Denmark

**Postal address:**
Produktionstorvet
425, 209
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark

**Email:** dagoma@mek.dtu.dk

**Phone:** 45254750

**Fax:** 45251961

**Web address:** http://www.mek.dtu.dk

**Web:** http://www.mek.dtu.dk

Henrik Madsen
Professor, Head of section

Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Dynamical Systems

**Postal address:**
Asmussens Allé
303B, 004
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark

**Email:** hmad@dtu.dk

**Phone:** 45253408

**Mobile:** 20834304

**Fax:** 45882673

**Web address:** http://www.henrikmadsen.org

**Web:** http://www.henrikmadsen.org

Jan Madsen
Professor, Section Head, Deputy Director

Copenhagen Center for Health Technology

Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Embedded Systems Engineering

**Postal address:**
Richard Petersens Plads
322, 114
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark

**Email:** jama@dtu.dk

**Phone:** 45253751

**Fax:** 45930074

**Web address:** http://people.compute.dtu.dk/jama

**Web:** http://people.compute.dtu.dk/jama

Kaj Madsen

Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

**Postal address:**
Asmussens Allé
303B, 118
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark

**Email:** kajm@dtu.dk

Kristoffer Hougaard Madsen
Associate Professor
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Cognitive Systems

**Postal address:**
Richard Petersens Plads
321, 118
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** khma@dtu.dk
**Phone:** 45253900

Poul-Erik Madsen
IT-Administrator
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

**Postal address:**
Richard Petersens Plads
321, 024
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** poum@dtu.dk
**Phone:** 45253027
**Mobile:** 40855452

Raju Maharjan
PhD Student
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

**Postal address:**
Richard Petersens Plads
322, 124
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** rajm@dtu.dk
**Phone:** 45253728

Zeinab Mahmoudi
Postdoc
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Scientific Computing

**Postal address:**
Asmussens Allé
303B, 115
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** zeinabm@dtu.dk
**Phone:** 45255281
**Web:** http://people.compute.dtu.dk/zeinabm

Dilshan Manuranga Perera Makavitage
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Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Software Engineering

**Postal address:**
Asmussens Allé
303B, 057
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark

**Email:** dper@dtu.dk
**Phone:** 45253655

David Malmgren-Hansen
Research Assistant
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics

**Postal address:**
Richard Petersens Plads
321, 228
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark

**Email:** dmal@dtu.dk
**Phone:** 45253422
**Mobile:** 21734835
**Web:** http://www.staff.dtu.dk/dmal

Stephanie Mann
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Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Embedded Systems Engineering

**Postal address:**
Richard Petersens Plads
324, 140
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark

**Email:** stmann@dtu.dk
**Phone:** 45253728

Steen Markvorsen
Professor
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
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**Postal address:**
Asmussens Allé
303B, 160
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark

**Email:** stema@dtu.dk
**Phone:** 45253049
**Fax:** 45 88 13 99
**Web address:** http://www.mat.dtu.dk/people/S.Markvorsen/
**Web:** http://www.mat.dtu.dk/people/S.Markvorsen/

Erik Andreas Martens
Associate Professor
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Dynamical Systems

**Postal address:**
Asmussens Allé
303B, 011
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Paolo Masulli
Postdoc
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Cognitive Systems
Postal address:
Richard Petersens Plads
321, 129
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: pamas@dtu.dk
Phone: 45253891
Web: http://maths.paolomasulli.net

Lene Matthisson
PhD-coordinator & Coordinator of Studies
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Postal address:
Richard Petersens Plads
324, 140
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: lemat@dtu.dk
Phone: 45253377

Maiya Medetbekova
PhD Student
Centre for oil and gas – DTU
Centre for oil and gas – DTU
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Postal address:
Elektrovej
375, 152
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Postal address:
null, null
Denmark
Email: maiyam@dtu.dk
Web: http://www.oilgas.dtu.dk

Weizhi Meng
Assistant Professor
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Cyber Security
Postal address:
Richard Petersens Plads
324, 210
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Martin Merker
Postdoc
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
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**Postal address:**
Richard Petersens Plads
322, 011
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** marmer@dtu.dk
**Phone:** 45253001

Dolores Messer
PhD Student
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics
**Postal address:**
Richard Petersens Plads
324, 130
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** dolmes@dtu.dk
**Phone:** 45253427

Andreas Falkenstrøm Mieritz
PhD Student
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Dynamical Systems
**Postal address:**
Asmussens Allé
303B, 051
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** anfam@dtu.dk
**Phone:** 45253082

Lars Pilgaard Mikkelsen
Associate Professor
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Department of Wind Energy
Composites and Materials Mechanics
**Postal address:**
null, null
Denmark
**Postal address:**
Frederiksborgvej 399
228, S37
4000
Roskilde
Denmark
Email: lapm@dtu.dk
Phone: 46774709
Mobile: 21325406
Web address: http://www.pmik.dk/risoe
Web: http://www.dtu.dk/Service/Telefonbog/Person?id=1639

Mahmood Mirzaei
Researcher
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Department of Wind Energy
Wind turbine loads & control
Postal address:
null, null
Denmark
Postal address:
Frederiksborgvej 399
114, S21
4000
Roskilde
Denmark
Email: mmir@dtu.dk
Phone: 46775702
Mobile: 51801495

Hamidreza Moazzami
PhD Student
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
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